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Harewood C of E Primary School 
 

At Harewood C of E School, our Year 3 children have started the year with flying colours. After many 

months away from school, they’ve come back with a big smile and ready to embrace new learning. Our 

children have risen to every challenge and adapted very well to their new classroom, new rules and new 

routines. Since the beginning of the year, we’ve been focusing on our wellbeing and feelings. We’ve had 

the opportunity to reflect on the past months away from school, thinking how the lockdown may have 

affected, positively or negatively, our lives. We’ve enjoyed our mindfulness sessions which have allowed 

us to reconnect emotionally with each other and with school. We’ve been exploring how to express our 

feelings and manage worries and anxiety.  

Our year 3 children have started learning lots of exciting and new subjects such as Italian. They are 

already able to greet and introduce themselves in Italian. They have also been busy electing their Year 3 

representatives for our School Council: they’ve been listening to the candidates’ ideas and expressed 

their opinion through a vote. We believe that our Harewood community has definitely got worthy 

representatives.  

 

 



 
 

Primrose Lane Primary School 

In Year 3 we’ve had Courage as our topic to          

start the new school year. We have looked at         

stories such as The Koala Who Could, The        

Colour Monster, The Lion Inside, The Boy, the        

Mole, the Fox and the Horse and After the Fall.          

Each of these books has helped us to explore         

our feelings and think about how we overcome        

‘falls’ and challenges such as the ones felt over         

lockdown. In addition we have been looking at        

the difference it can make to have courage and         

be brave even if you’re anxious or scared about         

something. As part of our learning we have        

done lots of art work linked to these stories.         

We created some koala bear art work alongside        

some brilliant lions which also included      

characteristics about ourselves. We realised we      

all have a bit of lion and mouse inside us!  

We loved After the Fall with the alternative        

version of Humpty Dumpty and created our own        

stories about our falls as well as re-creating the         

front cover of the book. We are also reading the          

book 'The Twits' by Roald Dahl and enjoyed our         

nature hunt to find materials to create our own         

Mr Twit beards! We have just started our new         

topic exploring Rocks, fossils, soil and dinosaurs!       

We will be learning all about the different types         

of rocks we have and going on a journey looking          

at ‘The Street Beneath Our Feet’. 
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Crossley Street Primary School 

Year 3 at Crossley Street have had a very busy          

first few weeks back. We started our new topic,         

'Set in Stone', about Stone Age to Iron Age time          

periods. To start off our topic, we had a great          

time creating Stone Age style shelters, using       

sticks from the nature area. They looked       

fantastic! One child said: "I liked it because you         

could make the den anywhere. We could use        

any sticks!" And another commented: "It was       

really fun!" Following this, we created brilliant       

cave paintings using oil pastels.     

We've also had a coach from Leeds Rhinos in         

too, teaching us rugby skills. We're very       

competitive during team games! We've also      

learnt lots and recapped our knowledge of place        

value. In English, we've been reading, 'Here We        

Are' by Oliver Jeffers. It's a fantastic book about         

the earth. We have completed several activities,       

including writing about ourselves; discussing our      

feelings and emotions during our time away       

from school; writing poetry and rewriting the       

song, 'A Wonderful World'. We watched the       

video of the book too. We really liked the links          

between the book and the video. Our next two         

books are 'Mouse, Bird, Snake, Wolf' by David        

Almond and 'Stone Age Boy' by Satoshi       

Kitamura. Next half term, we are learning about        

map skills and physical geography, as well as        

making Christmas biscuits in Design and      

Technology. We're looking forward to another      

fun filled half term. Well done Year 3 for your          

hard work so far this year! 
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Deighton Gates Primary 

Year 3 at Deighton Gates Primary School have        
had an exciting and busy start to the Autumn         
Term. We are all pleased to be back together         
and learning again with our friends in the        
classroom. We have been getting to grips with        
our new routines and have adapted to them        
extremely well. We have been sharing      
lockdown experiences using circle times and      
Mind Mate resources to support this.  

Autumn 1 has been all about the Prehistoric Era         
in Year 3. We have used our class text, Stig of           
the Dump by Clive King, to produce some        
fantastic character and setting descriptions. We      
have worked hard on creating interesting noun       
phrases, using paragraphs and improving our      
use of vocabulary, paying particular attention to       
the adjectives we choose to describe.  

Art has also followed the Prehistoric theme, we        
have created cave paintings using pencil      
techniques we have studied, which include      
hatching, cross hatching, shading and tone to       
add depth and texture.  

  

We decided in class that cave paintings are like         
prehistoric graffiti so we used the stencilling       
technique adopted by Banksy to develop our       
ideas. We are in the process of turning part of          

our classroom into a cave to display our Banksy         
inspired artwork.  

 

We are also enjoying our Animals Including       
Humans Science topic and getting to grips with        
place value, addition and subtraction in Maths. 
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Thorp Arch, LEH 
Primary 

This half term, we have gone continental! In        
Class 3, we have been exploring Europe - it's         
rivers, population, borders and there is still       
more to come. Not a lot of people know where          
Europe ends and Asia begins but we have been         
trying our best to explore certain areas such as         
the Ural mountains, the Ural river, the Bosporus        
strait and the Caucasus mountains. We have       
also started to name and locate as many        
European countries as we can without looking       
at an atlas in 5 minutes - our record so far is            
29...and rising week-by-week! We can't wait to       
keep finding out more about the diverse       
continent we are a part of over the last few          
weeks of this half term. 

St Mary’s C of E Primary 
In Year 3 at St. Mary's we have really been 

enjoying our focus on "Stone Age to Bronze 
Age", with the children fascinated by the 

concept of hunting and gathering food. We 
were amazed at the creatures that used to 

roam our country but are pleased they're no 
longer here! We have also done some 

wonderful cave-art inspired pictures, capturing 
the work discovered in the caves of Lascaux in 

France. 

 

 

Despite the recent poor weather we have also 
done some exciting work on UV light and looked 
into how we can protect our eyes. The children 
have designed some amazing eyewear, 
featuring reflective lenses and interesting frame 
designs! In the lead-up to the half-term break, 
we will be getting to grips with Google 
Classroom and some new inquiry-based 
learning, with research tasks being worked on 
collaboratively and then shared on the Smart 
Board. The class should be really proud of how 
they've settled back into school!  
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Bardsey Primary 
Since the beginning of term, Year 3 have had to 
isolate twice due to positive cases within their 
bubble. So Year 3 are looking forward to 
spending more time in the classroom with Miss 
Gaynor, their class teacher! During this time the 
children have been working hard with their 
parents doing work from the Bardsey Primary 
School Home Learning webpage. Upon 
returning to school they have been quickly 
adapting to the new routines at school to keep 
each other safe. Our topic is 'Let there be light' 
and they have enjoyed learning about why we 
need light to see, reflections and shadows.   
We have started our class novel 'The Battle of 
Bubble and Squeak' by Philippa Pearce and we 
have enjoyed writing diary entries from a 
character's point of view.  
 

 

We have also been working hard in other 
subjects too - especially art. Since Lockdown 
Year 3 have been focusing on their times tables 

by using Times Tables Rock Stars.  They have 
really enjoyed using this and it is already having 
a huge impact within class.  
Another task they have been set is their 
Adventurous Readers challenge which they are 
excited to get started with and start earning 
some certificates! For this reading project they 
have to read a variety of texts such as 
non-fiction, poetry etc and comment about 
what has been read.  
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Collingham LEH Primary 
Since Year 3 have returned to school, we have         
discussed what our aspirations and goals are for        
this academic year. Each child has designed a        
balloon which decorates our classroom door.      
The balloon reminds the children of what we        
want to achieve and how we can achieve it         
through determination, teamwork and a     
positive growth mindset. In addition, we      
thoroughly enjoyed reading 'Silly Billy' by      
Anthony Browne. We loved the idea of using a         
worry doll so much that it inspired us to design          
our own worry monsters. They are now kept in         
our classroom calm corner.  

Over the last six weeks, Year 3 have also         
embraced their creative side by immersing      
themselves in our topic about the Stone Age.        
We studied 'Stone Age Boy' by Satoshi Kitmura        
and undertook a class debate, prepared a short        
drama performance and had a lot of fun        
creating cave paintings to decorate the walls of        
our classroom cave. In guided reading lessons,       
we have found it extremely difficult to put        
down our suspenseful and gripping class novel.       
The children are fascinated by the book 'The        
Wild Way Home' by Sophie Kirtley and we        
cannot wait to read more to see if our         
predictions are correct. In Science, we have       
been studying natural and man-made rocks. To       
commence the topic, we got our hands dirty        
and made sedimentary rocks. The children used       
grated chocolate to show the layers in a        

sedimentary rock and then applied pressure to       
morph the chocolate into a metamorphic rock.  

Overall, we have had a fantastic half term and         
the children are now looking forward to reading        
'How to Wash a Woolly Mammoth' by Michelle        
Robinson after half term. 
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